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911 Hoax: Go in Moderation
Apparently, 911 Truth Activists are now being assassinated. Fake 911 planes were used to destroy US democracy.
Speaking up about 911 is very dangerous. However, Ground Zero is a nuclear waste site. It is a medical hazard to NYC.
Please mirror 911Hoax.com while it still exists. The author has stuck his neck out. In moderation, so can you.
This video still recommended: ‘The Key’ (Ace Baker/Colin Alexander). Find it here: 911Hoax.com/key.asp
Nuclear glow is obvious in videos of Towers collapsing. NYC was nuked. 70K people have acquired cancers so far.
Twin Towers collapse into fine dust at free-fall speed. Gravity alone cannot explain this.
Two Boeings met no friction parking inside two dense steel buildings. Children know why this is bogus.

Amateur Muslim Pilots + Dense, Steel Buildings = 2 Neatly Parked Jets?

Two flying beer cans (i.e., planes) could not penetrate/vanish into steel Towers—intact!
Newton’s Third Law of Motion applies to the planes, too.
No debris. No impact sound. No windows. Inconsistent trajectories. Eyewitnesses saw no plane.
Two (2) Boeing 767s, with 165’ wingspans, parked inside two 210’ wide Towers without friction.
Real plane wings can rupture from birds. The 911 ‘planes’ passed through dense steel like ghosts.
Inconsistent smoke, contrast and lighting through the 911 documentation.
Eyewitness potential of South Tower (ST) was actually quite poor. Financial district buildings blocked it.
All eyes were on the North Tower, as it was burning starting at 8:48 a.m. (ST explosion @ 9:03 a.m)
911Hoax.com/FakePlanes.asp
Send email to nofaxes@nyccancerward.com to opt out of future communications. (All email addresses kept private).
911Hoax.com started in 2002. Early 911 Truth movement was at 911InsideJobbers at Yahoogroups. (List is now down.)

NYC was nuked on 9/11/01: Elevated tritium levels in area. TV news video archives clearly show light flashes
(i.e., nuclear glow) as both Towers collapse. Remember, gravity is the only energy input. So how can thermal
maps show extreme temperatures in the rubble even five weeks after 9/11? Also, both Towers (2 X 200K tons
of steel) collapse at free-fall speed. Meanwhile, the contents of the Towers virtually pulverized to fine dust. So,
no friction slowed the collapse, while mystery friction pulverized everything. By the way, elites want Geiger
Counters banned in NYC (Village Voice, 1/8/2008).

Become the media – We know the much-publicized “911 Truth” groups are fake

